Effective security event monitoring is critical for the health and longevity of any organization, yet many organizations struggle in this area. Whether there is a lack of resources and budget to monitor and investigate around the clock, or a lack of skilled technical talent to understand large volumes of security data, it is very common for organizations to be challenged with a healthy security event monitoring solution. SageNet has listened to our customers’ feedback and built a solution and service that delivers real value.

**METHODOLOGY**

The SageNet Security Operations Center (SOC) operates around the clock with tiered security analysts/engineers and automated machine learning for effective security event monitoring, investigation, and response services. The SOC team reviews our customer environments every minute of every hour of every day and responds to events before they become real issues. The continuous monitoring quickly enables identification of anomalous or potentially malicious activity, so that action can be taken for containment and remediation, thus helping to mitigate risk to the organization.

SageNet offers bundled information security solutions and services that deliver security intelligence through a combination of various technologies paired with SageNet’s own proprietary 24x7x365 security operations process.

**SERVICE OFFERINGS**

In order to fulfill a variety of our customers’ needs, SageNet has two options for our Managed Security Services: SIEM as a Service – automated, real-time alerting or SOC as a Service, which includes SIEM plus SOC Analyst Review.

**Features**

- 24/7 Manned Security Event Monitoring & Response Service
- Staffed by Certified Security Analysts
- Automated Machine-learning SIEM platforms
- Enables rapid identification of anomalous or potentially malicious activity
- Facilitates containment, remediation and mitigates risk
For more information regarding SageNet's Managed SOC & SIEM Services, call 1-866-480-2263 or visit www.sagenet.com/cyber.